Outline of our Virtual Teaching Offer
In the event of individual families self-isolating, pupils should log in to Google Classroom daily and
engage in the ‘Isolating work’ that is located on the Year Group feed. This work is updated
frequently and links correctly to what is being taught in the classroom. This work is marked directly
by teachers and parents and children can stay in touch with their child’s class teacher though pupil
feedback.

Virtual learning: reflective of the school day
All learning and the time it should take to complete is reflective of the school day. Live/ recorded
lessons should take an hour to watch and to complete work set linked to the lesson.




In Reception, we expect the work set to take 3 hours per day.
In KS1 (Years 1 and 2), we expect work to take 3.5- 4 hours or more per day.
In KS2 (Years 3, 4, 5 and 6) we expect work to take 4-5 hours per day.

When in school, all pupils enjoy the benefit of playtime outdoors and an hour lunchtime. It is
important that pupils of all ages are given lots of breaks to ensure they can access the work to the
best of their ability. All teachers will set ‘screen break’ style work where pupils can be away from
their computers.
In the event of full bubble or whole school closure, teachers will revert to the following virtual
teaching protocols:

Daily plans for Reception Pupils:

 9:30am Live lesson - Phonics of approximately 30 mins, with a task/ work set after to complete
with parents after.*
 1:00pm Live Lesson of approximately 30 mins, – linked to an aspect of the Early Years
Curriculum with a hands on learning task set to complete after.*
 1 other activity from the Early Years’ Curriculum.
 Other additional work set e.g. story time
 Feedback and marked work will be returned to the pupil and parents privately within the
virtual classroom.
 Weekly whole school British Values assembly, led by the Head teacher.
 Weekly virtual learning celebration assemblies, led by the Head teacher.
*All live lesson are recorded so that pupils and their families can watch them at a time that is most
appropriate to themselves. Children will be able to watch the lessons, pause if necessary and rewatch.

Daily plans for Year 1 Pupils:









9:30am Live lesson - Phonics of approximately 30 mins, with a task/ work set after to complete.*
An English task set to complete independently during the day (VRIC, grammar, spelling etc.)
1:00pm Live Lesson – Maths/ English of approximately 30 mins, with work set after to complete.*
Feedback and marked work will be returned to the pupil and parents privately within the
virtual classroom.
1 additional piece of work set e.g. foundation curriculum or Science.
Reading for pleasure book session x2 weekly with a reading task to respond to.
Weekly whole school British Values assembly, led by the Head teacher.
Weekly virtual learning celebration assemblies, led by the Head teacher.

*All live lesson are recorded so that pupils and their families can watch them at a time that is most
appropriate to themselves. Children will be able to watch the lessons, pause if necessary and rewatch.

Daily plans for Year 2 Pupils:











9:30am Live lesson - English of approximately 30 mins, with a task/ work set after to complete.
An English task set to complete independently during the day (VRIC, grammar, spelling etc.)
1:30pm Live Lesson – Maths of approximately 30 mins, with work set after to complete.
A science/foundation subject/arithmetic/revision task set to complete independently during
the day.
Work will be marked within the time frame set by teachers for each task. Late tasks may not
be marked in time for the next lesson the following day.
Feedback and marked work will be returned to the pupil and parents privately within the
virtual classroom.
Reading for pleasure book session x2 weekly with a reading task to respond to.
Weekly whole school British Values assembly, led by the Head teacher.
Weekly virtual learning celebration assemblies, led by the Head teacher.

*All live lesson are recorded so that pupils and their families can watch them at a time that is most
appropriate to themselves. Children will be able to watch the lessons, pause if necessary and rewatch.

Daily plans for Pupils in Years 3-6:










10:30am Live lesson - English of up to 30 mins, with a task/ work set after to complete.*
An English task set to complete independently during the day (VRIC, grammar, spelling etc.)
1:30pm Live Lesson – Maths of up to 30 mins, with work set after to complete.*
One science/foundation subject/arithmetic/revision tasks set to complete independently
during the day.
Work will be marked within the time frame set by teachers for each task.
Feedback and marked work will be returned to the pupil and parents privately within the
virtual classroom.
Reading for pleasure book session x2 weekly with a reading task to respond to.
Weekly whole school British Values assembly, led by the Head teacher. A task will be set linked
to this assembly for all KS2 pupils.
Weekly virtual learning celebration assemblies, led by the Head teacher.

*All live lesson are recorded so that pupils and their families can watch them at a time that is most
appropriate to themselves. Children will be able to watch the lessons, pause if necessary and rewatch.

